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Overview Building client 
confidence through:
• A demonstrated track record of success providing 

innovative solutions and targeted results.

• Helping you Identify the critical skills and 
competencies that can help lay a firm foundation for 
building high performance teams.

• Deep experience and success working with technology 
business leaders across product development; 
operations, administration and services.
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We Specialize in…

Specialized Recruiting Services

SEARCH
natere™ works on a select group 
of assignments at a time; the 
advantages to our clients and 
candidates are:

• Focused Attention

• Consistent and Open 
Communications

• Leverages Corporate and 
Services Experience

CONSULTANCY
Pain points – Results – Metrics –
Best Practices are everywhere we 
look…

natere™ believes we are living in 
a golden age of information. Our 
challenge is to find and see the 
treasure. Through fact finding, 
asking questions and mindfully 
listening we assess current state 
to align with future goals. We 
continue to question, assess and 
feed back to gain understanding 
on your needs and challenges. 
Our “common sense” approach is 
based in a customized approach 
for our client need.

BRANDING
How do you create that attraction 
and relationship between people 
and your organizations in a hyper 
competitive market? natere™ 
helps with:

Helping you to develop and 
consistently use YOUR BRAND for 
attracting exceptional and 
creating the spark that bonds in 
our competitive markets.

STRATEGY
It is difficult to achieve a goal, 
attain a result or get somewhere 
without a map or a plan.

When it comes to search, 
recruiting and sourcing, natere™ 
has demonstrated success 
helping companies and 
candidates develop plans to 
achieve their goals.
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Solutions

Solutions for employers
natere™ is a niche recruiting consultancy offering full service talent 
acquisition solutions for 2020 and beyond.

We are partners in your success by identifying, attracting and placing key 
contributors for forward-thinking companies.

Building client confidence through:

A demonstrated track record of success providing innovative solutions 
and targeted results.

Helping you Identify the critical skills and competencies that can help lay 
a firm foundation for building high performance teams.

Deep experience and success working with technology business leaders 
across product development; operations, administration and services.
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About Us

About Danny DeCiryan
FOUNDER & MANAGING RECRUITER BASED IN ORLANDO, FLORIDA. 

Job Health and Happiness come through embracing change; 
creating work environments that stimulate and help transform 
the nature of our work. Often that comes through new 
opportunities.

I am an Opportunity Facilitator that never stops learning… Helping 
my clients and candidates be well positioned to keep moving 
forward. I must stay nimble, adapting, and evolving with changing 
markets… so you receive exceptional service I will deliver more 
value than what is expected.

natere™ is all about sustainable search and recruiting. Great 
analogies are to say that the roots of natere™ are in the land… and 
we reap what we sow…

The track record of performance, results and achievement gained 
over 4 decades gives natere™ the insight, knowledge and 
understanding to deliver successful outcomes.

natere™ and its network of global associates have worked across 
the business continuum helping entrepreneurial startups to the 
Global 50.

natere™ is a niche recruiting consultancy offering retained search 
solutions for 2020 and beyond. Specializing in Commercial and 
Industrial Construction, Controls & Automation, Manufacturing 
Maintenence & Reliability and High Tech.

Danny DeCiryan
Founder & Managing Recruiter

In 2020, we are excited to become an associated partner with 
Sanford Rose Associates®, a top 9 search firm. After 20+ years of 
providing excellent search candidates to companies across the US, 
this is an exciting new chapter for our company.

A dedicated expert with a 
proven record of success.
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Endorsements

“I had the pleasure to work with Danny 
and found him to be one of the best 
Talent Acquisition Business Partners I 
have seen. Danny is a search guru who 
understands his Customer’s business and 
their objectives, and then utilizes his skills 
to meet the talent needs of his Customer.

Danny consistently used his abilities to 
close some very difficult searches for 
specialized talent and I highly recommend 
Danny!”

— Dennis LoPiccolo Manager of Recruiting at 
Enercon Services, Dennis managed Danny at 
Siemens IT Solutions & Services

“Danny is by far the one of the best recruiters I have 
ever worked with. His professionalism from the 
instant I spoke with him has been outstanding, and he 
has been a great source of knowledge anytime I have 
questions or need a professional opinion. Danny’s 
honesty, optimism and follow-up through the ups and 
downs are what I appreciate and respect. In an 
industry where recruiter-contractor relationships are 
fleeting, and for the most part inconsequential, he 
takes the extra steps to get to know you and 
understand your needs and the needs of the 
prospective client. I enjoy working with Danny because 
I know the level of commitment that I will receive. 
Thank you, Danny””

— Denise Hurley-Forgach Business Analyst at Bristol-
Myers Squibb

“Danny was the HR Recruiter that brought me in to Siemens. He was incredibly thoughtful and encouraging through the 
entire process. His comments and advice were always spot on for each step of the way, and he set expectations that he 
then adhered to consistently. In the short time that I became very familiar with the role and responsibilities of an HR 
Recruiter, Danny made the process as pain free as possible, and actually enjoyable. I am now in a business unit that Danny 
supports, and he participates in business planning and fulfilling the requirements as quickly as is possible. I recommend 
Danny as both a candidate/employee as well as a team member.”

— Marge Ginsburg Program Manager at NYC Technology Development Corporation
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developing a brighter 
future starts with you

Providing companies and candidates with the 
knowledge and advice they need to Make 

Informed Decisions regarding Senior Technical 
roles for almost 40 years. Through our portfolio of 

services, we work in partnership with YOU to 
determine the Best Plan of Action.

office (407) 801-1952 mobile (321) 440-6882 email danny.deciryan@natere.com

natere.com
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